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Abstract 

Technical advancements in 3D projection has recently made presentation of          
holographic images possible by using self-contained devices. Instead of using a           
screen to present objects, glasses like Microsoft HoloLens can render objects           
that appear as holograms around the user. SAAB Defence and Security are            
evaluating if this new technology can complement their command and control           
system 9LV Combat Management System. This degree project is a study of the             
technical possibilities and limitations of introducing holographic display of         
sonar tracks used for detecting submarines or sea mines. The project was started             
with a background study into what methods are available to render 3D            
underwater terrain. A basic hologram representing a map of littoral terrain was            
constructed and simulated sonar tracks from the command and control system           
was mapped into the terrain. Implementation of the application was done using            
the Unity 3D game engine that has built in support for the HoloLens.             
Performance evaluation was done using Unity3D profiler that is an extensive           
application evaluation tool that maintain overhead to a minimum. An evaluation           
of HoloLens usage onboard two different boats was done to conclude if the             
equipment can be used in the normal 9LV CMS operating environment. Results            
show that it is possible to successfully use holographic display for sonar tracks,             
but due to limited processing power of the HoloLens terrain detail will be             
reduced. Holograms are orientated by combining camera spatial mapping and          
an inertial measurement unit. Usage tests onboard a vessel indicates that           
holograms will unexpectedly move and the HoloLens will loose spatial mapping           
due to acceleration forces caused by seastate.  
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Abstract 

Tekniska framsteg inom presentation av 3D-objekt har nyligen möjliggjort         
användning av hologram presenterade med portabel utrustning. Istället för att          
använda en vanlig skärm kan glasögon, som Microsoft HoloLens, rendera objekt           
som användaren upplever i sin omgivning som hologram. SAAB Defence and           
Security utvärderar om den nya teknologin kan användas som ett komplement           
till deras ledningssystem 9LV Combat Management System. Det här         
examensarbetet är en studie av de tekniska möjligheter och begränsningar som           
finns för att bygga en applikation som visar sonar-information som ett           
hologram, främst att användas för ubåtsjakt och upptäckt av sjöminor. 
Projektet inleddes med en bakgrundsstudie om vilka metoder som finns          
tillgängliga för att rendera en 3D-karta av en havsbotten. En enkel applikation            
med en karta som föreställer en del av skärgården tas fram med simulerad             
sonar-information från ledningssystemet inlagt i kartan. Implementationen av        
applikationen gjordes med spelmotorn Unity3D som har inbyggt stöd för          
Microsoft HoloLens. Prestandautvärdering genomfördes genom att använda ett        
inbyggt profileringsverktyg i Unity3D som har liten påverkan på prestandan.          
Utvärdering av möjlig användningsmiljö gjordes genom att testa utrustningen         
ombord på två olika båtar för att avgöra om HoloLens kan användas i 9LV CMS               
normala operativa förhållanden. 
Resultaten visar att det är möjligt att använda holografisk visning för sonar-data            
men upplösningen av terrängen för kartan är något låg på grund av den             
begränsade beräkningskraften i Microsoft HoloLens. Hologram i Microsoft        
HoloLens orienteras genom att kombinera en djupseende kamera med en intern           
referensenhet. Användningstester ombord på båt visar på att vid accelerationer          
som uppkommer av sjöhävning tappar HoloLensen rumsuppfattningen tillfälligt        
och stoppar renderingen av hologrammet. 
 
Nyckelord 
Saab Defence and Security, Microsoft HoloLens, förstärkt verklighet, 9LV Combat          
Management System, Unity3D, protocol buffer, hologram 
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1 Introduction 

Holographic presentation of information dates back over 40 years but so far            
implementations have been bulky and not very user friendly. However recent           
technology developments have made effective use of holograms possible. Several          
companies are researching and developing hardware in the form of glasses to            
make self contained presentation of holograms possible[1]. One of the solutions           
available for developers is Microsoft HoloLens that is a self contained system            
that projects holograms in the users field of view[2]. By spatially mapping the             
surroundings around a user holograms can be placed on top of tables or on              
walls. This offers completely new ways of presenting and interacting with           
applications previously only presented on a screen display. This case study           
researches how holographic presentation can be used for naval command and           
control systems. After a background study of techniques available to render           
holograms a generic 3D map of a coastline is generated and sonar track data is               
transferred and displayed in the map. Intended use of this new application            
would be to present sonar track data to an operator in a 3D view to be used for                  
submarine or sea mine detection.  
The project gives an overview of 3D rendering techniques and available game            
engine solutions to speed up application development. A generic hologram is           
programmed and simulated sonar track data displayed in the hologram. Finally           
a performance evaluation of Microsoft HoloLens running the application is          
made to see how the device is coping with a simple terrain hologram in a naval                
environment. 

1.1 Background 
This case study makes up the degree project in Electronics and Computer            
Engineering for two students at KTH Royal Institute of Technology. In           
cooperation with SAAB Surveillance department Combat Systems this case study          
is looking into use of augmented reality for command and control systems. 
SAAB Defence and Security have developed and manufactured command and          
control systems for over 50 years and is today one of the most successful              
producers of these complex systems. SAABs system 9LV Combat Management          
System is widely used on ships and submarines by defence forces around the             
world and is currently presenting sonar and sensor data on a traditional screen             
with a map view. The idea is to complement the traditional screen with             
holographic presentation of sonar track data presented on a three dimensional           
map view of the underwater terrain.  

1.2 Problem 
The problem statement is to evaluate if it is technically possible to present SAAB              
9LV Combat Management System sonar track data in a 3D terrain hologram.            
Terrain rendering in 3D requires significant graphics processor calculations and          
the Microsoft HoloLens has limited performance due to design choices to make            
it a self contained system. It is necessary to assess what kind of applications              
HoloLens can run and if the technology used is capable of handling the proposed              
application. The problem statement is defined to one question that this report            
will attempt to answer; 
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What are the limitations to presenting a 3D terrain hologram with sonar tracks             
from SAAB 9LV CMS on Microsoft HoloLens in a naval operating environment? 

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose is to investigate if sonar tracks can be presented with a hologram in               
a three dimensional terrain environment. If this feasibility study is successful a            
complete application could be developed to supplement the current setup for           
SAAB 9LV CMS. The purpose is to look into the technical possibilities and             
limitations to determine if a future implementation is viable, and if so how much              
development is still required before a system can be launched to the market.  

1.4 Goal 
The goal is to evaluate if the implementation is technically possible. For the user              
of 9LV CMS this can possibly give an increased situational awareness and an             
easier way interpret sensor or sonar information. To evaluate the goal a generic             
holographic terrain with sonar track data is programmed and performance          
evaluated. After the project is completed the problem statement should be           
possible to answer or at least within reason answered with recommendations on            
what additional development is required to successfully use holographic         
presentation of sonar information. 

1.4.1 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability 
The main beneficiary of this thesis is SAAB Defence and Security that can use              
this report as a feasibility study to launch a project into developing a holographic              
application for several of their products. Potential end users, consisting of           
several defence forces around the world, can benefit from this addition to the             
command and control system giving an advantage on the battlefield. Others           
reviewing this report might also benefit from the results before launching their            
own projects of developing augmented reality applications. Although this report          
is delimited it can still be used to some extent as a base for the civilian market                 
such as search and rescue applications and therefore benefit society in general.  
 
Military equipment and applications are subject to export control and all sales            
have to be approved by the countries where the equipment is being developed             
and produced[3]. Export control is established to avoid selling military          
equipment, material or knowledge to facilitate production of military equipment          
to countries with hostile intent or otherwise considered being opposed to ethical            
standpoints and foreign policies of the exporting country. This can create very            
complex legal situations in today's globalized world where it's common for           
several countries to be involved in joint defence projects. Using civilian products            
in defence applications can also cause an otherwise non controlled product to be             
subject to export control. A complete overview of defence material export control            
is given in section 2.5. 
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1.5 Methodology / Methods 
To ensure quality of this report regarding dependability, credibility,         
transferability and confirmability a research strategy based on a project process           
is used. Ability to correctly answer the problem statement depends highly on the             
ability to understand the problem statement and its underlying dependencies.          
To ensure that the project is running in the right direction and that evaluation              
criteria are relevant to answering the problem statement a project process is            
created. This process was derived with guidance from a paper on research            
methods for computer science thesis projects[4] and literature on methods for           
degree projects[5].  
The project process starts by defining the problem statement and ways to derive             
a conclusion to the study. A theoretical study follows of available techniques to             
render holographic three dimensional objects. Different options are evaluated         
and a game engine is selected to ease implementation of a terrain map             
hologram. A literature study is done on augmented reality, SAABs combat           
management system, Microsoft HoloLens and regulations for development of         
defence applications. Once the background study is complete an application          
design is established and the application is developed to display a generic terrain             
as a hologram with sonar track data displayed in the terrain. After the             
application is finalized a performance evaluation is done and a usage evaluation            
in a simulated naval environment is performed to conclude if the device can             
cope with the environment onboard a ship or naval vessel. Based on results from              
the evaluation conclusions are drawn for further development or suggestions          
together with an answer to the problem statement.  

1.6 Delimitations 
SAABs combat management system 9LV CMS has capabilities to handle          
information from multiple types of sensors above, on or below a sea surface.             
This study is delimited to study use of sonar tracks primarily used to detect              
submarines and sea mines. This case study could potentially be used for other             
areas of surveillance but only conclusions for use in naval environment and sub             
surface detection is covered in this report. A fully deployable application is not             
developed due to time constraints of the project. The application is limited to             
basic features but still contains features affecting performance to allow for a            
qualitative evaluation.  
There are several solutions available for presentation of holographics. In this           
case study Microsoft HoloLens Development Edition is used for holographic          
presentation and therefore results and conclusions are delimited for this specific           
hardware setup and selected game engine.  

1.7 Outline 
This report is divided into seven chapters that covers theoretical systems           
background, methods, development of the application, presentation of sonar         
tracks in the application, performance evaluation, results and finally conclusions          
and suggestions for further study. 
 
Chapter 2 of the report covers theoretical systems background necessary for           
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implementing the intended application and evaluating performance. The        
chapter covers an introduction to augmented reality, a description of 9LV           
Combat Management System, technical design and data on Microsoft HoloLens,          
3D Game engine basics used in Unity3D and a section on export control             
regulations for defence applications. 
 
Chapter 3 describes methods used for this degree project. A section on project             
process describes the approach used for development and evaluation. Data          
collection- and evaluation methods are described for the different test cases. The            
last section in the methods chapter describes how quality assurance is           
maintained throughout the project. 
 
Chapter 4 describes how the HoloLens application was developed including          
HoloLens setup, how spatial mapping is used, features for user interaction with            
the hologram and development of the terrain map. 
 
Chapter 5 describes implementation of a datastream receiver to display sonar           
tracks in the holographic map from 9LV CMS. One version was developed using             
standard CMS symbology and one version using 3D models of actual ships and             
submarines. 
 
Chapter 6 contains a description for performance evaluation of the application.           
Evaluation is divided into two sections. First section contains application          
performance evaluation where HoloLens hardware is tested to evaluate         
hologram quality and real time rendering. The second section describes          
operational environment evaluation where the HoloLens is tested in a naval           
environment. 
 
Chapter 7 contains results from evaluations and tests. The chapter is divided            
into sections for application performance evaluation results, operational        
environment evaluation results and HoloLens user experiences gathered during         
development.  
 
Chapter 8 summarizes the case study with conclusions from application          
development and tests. The report ends with suggestions for application          
improvements and topics for  further study. 
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2 Theoretical Systems Background 

Before design requirements were established a background study was done to           
learn more about augmented reality, 3D rendering, combat management         
systems, Microsoft HoloLens and export control of defence systems. This          
pre-study gives a vital background to facilitate design, implementation and tests           
of the application. 

2.1 Augmented Reality 
Augmented reality (AR) can enrich the real world environment with interactive           
holographic 3D-images, applications incorporating this visualisation technique       
will ideally provide the ability to overcome limitations of the real world. AR is a               
variation of Virtual Reality(VR), or Virtual Environment(VE). VR, which VE is           
most commonly called, completely immerses the user inside a virtual          
environment. Contrary to VR, AR allows users to see and interact with the real              
world environment while having opportunity to enhance their reality through          
augmentation. Enabling this experience is a system which displays a          
three-dimensional object with interactive features in real-time. These features         
follow Azuma’s definition of AR, coined in 1994[6]. In our case, the AR             
experience is produced by the Microsoft HoloLens, of which an example           
hologram can be seen in figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: An artificial dog as seen through the HoloLens 

 
Bringing virtual objects into reality presents several problems. Virtual objects          
are not automatically affected by physical laws. Ideally, we would like real and             
virtual objects to affect each other in terms of shadows, light, position and             
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movement. In order to fuse reality with virtuality, both images have to be             
carefully combined rather than simply pasted together. Generating computer         
graphics without considering the information visible in the real environment          
may lead to an unsuccessful visual interaction between both types of data.            
Incompatible combinations of virtual and real world objects can be prevented           
through carefully studying the restrictions set by the augmented reality system.           
Incomplete information regarding the surrounding environment as well as         
unsynchronized tracking information may result in a distorted visualization.         
Furthermore, poorly generated visualizations in AR environments may lead to          
misleading interpretation of colors and shades. In conclusion, comprehensive         
augmented reality visualizations require a thorough understanding of the         
surrounding environment and a guarantee that the visualization will fit within           
the environment. 
 
In contrast to VR, users expect holograms visualized through an AR system to             
behave in certain ways that are in compliance with the laws of nature. If we pick                
up an augmented object which resembles something that we could find in the             
real world, we expect that the object is affected by the same physical properties              
as the object would have in the real world. For example, if we hold an augmented                
rock in our hands we presume that the rock follows our laws of nature and the                
rock should fall to the ground if we let go of it. Another example, if we place an                  
object on a table and walk out of the room, we expect the item to still be there                  
when we come back. Hence the importance of considering the HMI           
(Human-Machine Interface) perspective when developing AR applications[7].       
This is a very important concept which helps us perceive the augmentation as             
real and this will help the process of accepting an augmented object as             
something naturally occurring in our environment.  
 
Placing holograms in relation to real-world objects requires that the AR           
applications makes use of both virtual and physical coordinates. Therefore,          
virtual coordinate systems must have meaning in the physical world. Many 3D            
graphics applications use the Cartesian coordinate system to reason about          
position and orientation of objects. While this is the case, the only thing we need               
to know about the virtual coordinates to be able to convert them to physical, is               
the size of one unit. The 3D-modelling software used in this degree project is              
Unity3D, in which a coordinate unit of one corresponds to one meter in the real               
world[8]. 
 
Positioning and making sure that a hologram retains its position as the AR             
system moves through the environment, requires static reference points.         
Microsoft has implemented such points and these are referred to as spatial            
anchors[9]. Spatial anchors are designed to be easily detectable and calculating           
an object's position through the use of a spatial anchor requires a very small              
amount of computational power. Further, as the AR system refines its           
knowledge about the world through continued use, spatial anchors can adjust           
their position relative to each other. This to ensure that each anchor preserve its              
exact location in relation to the real world. Spatial anchors also provide the             
ability to become persistent, this by saving the anchor onto disk and loading it              
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on system startup. The stabilizing effect provided by spatial anchors allows           
holograms to adapt their position to real world objects throughout the lifetime of             
a worksession. However, if a hologram is rendered too far away from the origin              
of the anchor, the hologram will experience noticeable positional errors in           
proportion to the distance from the origin[10].  

2.2 Combat Management System 
All warships have a central management system where sensor information is           
collected and a basis for decisions is created on how to handle possible threats in               
the operating area. SAAB’s combat management solution is the 9LV CMS that is             
used by several naval forces around the world[11]. A modern combat           
management system should be C4I capable. All C4I parts; command, control,           
communication, computers and intelligence all come together to give the          
commander a complete basis for decision making and threat control. 
 
9LV was first developed for the Swedish Royal Navy in the late 1960s as a               
surface to air defence system. The first version of the system was primarily based              
on the CEROS 200 radar and optronic tracking fire control director. In today's             
version of 9LV several radar- and sensor systems currently available on the            
market can be integrated. The latest 9LV Mk4 is fully C4I capable and multiple              
sources such as directors, hydroacoustic (sonar), radar and electro optical          
sensors are all used to give a complete picture of the operating area on, above               
and under the water. 9LV is a modular system and can be installed to match               
requirements depending on ship size, available weapon systems, type of          
operations and more. The full situational awareness versions of the 9LV is called             
CMS and is among others used on the Swedish Navy Visby class corvettes[12].  

 
Figure 2: 9LV CMS user station 
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Presentation of information in the current version of 9LV CMS is done through             
computer screens that are integrated in operator stations as seen in figure 2. A              
map of the operating area is displayed with information on vessels and other             
vehicles in the area. United Stated Department of Defence standard          
MIL-STD-2525B symbols[13] are normally used to categorize and display         
objects. This standard is the basis for NATO standard APP-6 which is also used              
by Swedish Armed Forces.  
For this project we use a limited set of symbols from the APP-6 standard to               
display tracks in the terrain map. There is a wide range of affiliation symbols              
where the four most common symbol categories are unknown, friendly, neutral           
or hostile. Both shape and color of the symbol is unique depending on category.              
Symbols are altered to display battle dimension of air, ground, sea surface or             
subsurface. An icon can be added inside the symbol to further define what kind              
of track it is. For this case study mainly unknown track, sea surface and              
subsurface symbols, as per Figure 3, are used. 
 

 
Figure 3: APP-6 Symbology. Unknown, friendly sea-surface, hostile subsurface 

2.3 Microsoft HoloLens 
HoloLens is a visor-like headset which is able to present a holographic            
three-dimensional image in the real world. The HoloLens consists of          
holographic lenses, depth camera, speakers and an IMU. Processing is done via            
an Intel 32-bit architecture. The headset utilizes an unspecified GPU and also            
has access to a custom made holographic processing unit (HPU). This custom            
made HPU is made up of 24 DSP cores, 8MB of SRAM and a layer of 1GB                 
low-power DDR3 RAM. According to Microsoft, “this unit will be able to process             
a large amount of data per second from the sensors”[14]. Alongside this, four             
environment sensing cameras which together with a depth sensing camera is           
used to create the space you will be able to work within. 
 
Blending holograms with reality requires that the headsets lenses are          
transparent. There are two lenses, one for each eye, and they are in turn made               
up of three layers of glass. To trick your eyes into perceiving virtual objects, light               
is projected onto the lenses and tiny corrugated grooves in each layer of the glass               
diffract these light particles[15][16]. Throughout the development of our         
application we follow Microsoft’s best practices, which state that the optimal           
rendering distance of a hologram is two meters[17]. This is advantageous due to             
that the two displays are designed to fully overlap at this distance. If a hologram               
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is rendered too far away or too close, the user might accommodate and converge              
left and right eye images to different distances. The natural link between the two              
depth cues may then be broken, this will lead to discomfort and fatigue during              
longer work sessions.  
 
Interacting with the HoloLens is done via gestures, with a simple air tap             
(pinch-like hand motion) you can move, rotate and rescale your three           
dimensional holographic image. The HoloLens also comes with a clicker, which           
replaces the airtap and gives a more reliable feel to clicking on items and menus.               
Gestures might not always be the most intuitive way to interact with the             
HoloLens. Therefore, implementation of audio capture through four        
microphones makes up a secondary way to interact with applications by voice            
commands. 
 
To make the user experience complete, Microsoft has implemented a pair of            
small 3D audio speakers. The speakers do not obstruct external sounds           
completely, allowing the user to hear virtual sound along with environmental           
sounds. Making use of the HoloLens positioning system, the HoloLens can           
generate binaural audio. This means that the user can virtually perceive and            
locate where a sound originates from. Figure 4 shows the Development Edition            
of Microsoft Hololens. 
 

 
Figure 4: Microsoft HoloLens Development Edition 

2.4 Game Engine for 3D rendering 
To make it easier to develop applications in 3D environments a game engine is              
used for rendering. A game engine is often made up of an Application             
Programming Interface under which source code handles functionality for         
rendering 3D objects. Serious amounts of code is required to build a game             
engine and several companies offer solutions to allow application and game           
developers to focus on functionality in their applications, rather than manually           
rendering visuals. A game engine is a software framework that consists of            
different parts that together makes use of all features available in a console such              
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as Microsoft HoloLens. Different parts of a game engine are the main game             
engine that implements logic to an application, rendering engine that generates           
3D graphics, audio engine to implement sound in an application and physics            
engine to realistically emulate laws of physics to objects. 

2.4.1 Rendering engine 
Presenting 3D graphics and animations requires calculations to convert an          
object to pixels. There are several methods to do this which are often a tradeoff               
between pixel resolution and processing speed. To offload the CPU and increase            
calculation capacity a graphics processing unit (GPU) is used. A GPU is a             
processor tailored for matrix or vector calculations which are the basics of 3D             
rendering. Feeding the GPU with operations is done through a software           
abstraction such as DirectX3D or Unity3D that is optimized to maximize           
performance from the GPU[18]. 

2.4.1.1 Transformations  
Linear transformations will allow us to alter size, location and orientation of our             

3D objects. A linear transformation refers to the property that a matrix M, M(c              

+ ) = Mc  + M  for any scalar c and any vectors and . 
 
Changing the size of our objects is done by scaling. Scaling is a transformation              
that either enlarges or diminishes an object based on a set scale. If a diagonal               
matrix has all positive entries, it is a scaling matrix. Each }D {d , d , d=  00  11  22           
diagonal term represents how much stretching or shrinking      )(Dij > 1    D )( ij < 1  
occurs for the corresponding coordinate direction. Uniform scaling is the          
concept where each entry of the scaling matrix is increased by the same amount.              
This will make the change in an object’s size to increase or decrease in a uniform                
way. 
 
A rotation by definition is a circular movement of an object around a point of               
rotation. Rotation around a specific point can be done in three different ways:             
rotation around either the XY-plane, the XZ-plane or the YZ-plane[19]. Each           
plane is made up of two of our basis vectors. Since we want to be able to rotate                  
around each plane, three separate rotation matrices needs to be specified. 
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Moving objects in a 3D space requires another form of transformation, called            
translation. This operation moves every point of an object by the same amount             
in a given direction. However, it is not possible to represent this as a linear               
transformation of the form , where M is a constant matrix. However if             
the problem is embedded in a four-dimensional setting, the problem can be            
solved. Quaternions is the most widely used concept in regards of rendering 3D             
images onto a screen. A quaternion is given by where x, y          w xi j kq =  +  + y + z     
and z are real numbers. i, j and k are on the other hand imaginary numbers                

which abide the following definition: A unit quaternion     i jk .2 
= j2 = k2 = i =  − 1

 
    

is a quaternion that can be represented by , where        os θ u sin θq = c +  ︿   
where and represents the unit vectors in eachu︿ = w + iu u u0 + j 1 + k 2   ,u0 u1  u2        

direction[20]. The quaternion unit can be used to represent the rotation of a 3D              

vector by an angle of about the 3D axis . The rotated vector, represented      θ2      u︿      

as a quaternion, is R( ) = q q*. To prove this, we are required to show that the                 

rotated vector R( ) satisfies four conditions: it is a 3D vector, it is a              

length-preserving function of , it is a linear transformation and it does not             
have a reflection component. However, this will not be shown in this degree             
project. 

2.4.1.2 Culling and clipping 
Culling and clipping of objects reduces the amount of data sent to the rasterizer              
for drawing. Culling refers to the process of eliminating portions of an object             
that is not visible to the user. An object is represented by a triangle mesh, the                
typical culling operations amount to determining which triangles are outside,          
object culling, and which are facing away, back face culling, from the view             
frustum[21]. Frustum is what the user is actually seeing on the computer screen.  
 
Object culling is a process which involves deciding whether or not an object as a               
whole is contained in the view frustum. If an object is not visible in the frustum,                
there is no point in sending the object to the rasterizer for drawing. To solve this                
problem we have to introduce an inexpensive test for non-intersection between           
the bounding volume of an object and frustum view. This will lead to a quick               
rejection of an object for further processing. If the bounding volume of an object              
does intersect, then the entire object is processed further even if that object does              
not lie entirely inside the frustum. It is also possible that the bounding volume              
and frustum view intersect, but the object is still not visible. This occurs when              
our object is located behind another larger object, which will block our view.  
 
If an object is not culled based on its bounding volume, then the renderer has an                
opportunity to reduce the amount of data it must draw. This method is called              
back face culling. The triangle mesh network that our object’s consists of, are             
oriented in a way so that their normal vectors always points outside the object’s              
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surface. If a triangle is oriented away from the eye point, then that triangle is not                
visible and need not be drawn by the renderer. To test if a triangle is backfacing,                
we need to determine if the eye point is on the negative side of the triangle                
plane. If is the world eye point and if the plane of the triangle is = d,                     
then the triangle is backfacing if < d. If the application stores a triangle as                 
an array of three vertices, the renderer would need to compute the normal vector              
for backface culling. This cost can be eliminated if the application also stores the              
triangle’s normal vector, called facet normal, in addition to its vertices. 
 
To further reduce the amount of work we send to the rasterizer, we introduce the               
concept of clipping. This process determines which of the front facing triangles            
of an object intersects the view frustum planes[22]. When this intersection           
occurs, the portion of the triangle intersecting the frustum plane must be            
calculated. That portion is either a triangle itself or a quadrilateral that is             
partitioned into two triangles. The triangles in the intersection are then clipped            
against the remaining clipping planes. After all clipping planes are processed,           
the renderer has a list of triangles that are completely inside the frustum view. 

2.4.1.3 Colors 
Triangles are drawn by the renderer as colored entities, the color of each pixel is               
determined by vertex attributes assigned to each vertex of a triangle. Each vertex             
is assigned a color = ( r, g, b), where r is the red channel, g is the green                    
channel and b the blue channel. Channels from other color models could be used              
instead, but standard renderers and graphical hardware supports the         
RGB-model. A rasterized triangle which only has its vertices assigned a color is             
not that visually appealing. However, using only vertex colors may be necessary            
either on systems with a limited amount of memory, which prevents having a             
large number of textures at hand, or on systems with limited computational            
power that may take many cycles to combine multiple colors[23]. Vertex colors            
are typically used in conjunction with textures to add more realism to the             
rendered object. Moreover, the vertex colors can be used in conjunction with            
lights in the scene to generate dynamic effects, such as a flaming fireball             
traveling down a corridor and lightning portions of the walls near its path. This              
technique is called dynamic lighting. 

2.4.1.4 Lighting 
Setting the correct mood for your 3D environment is a very important in regards              
to user experience. Lighting is one of the most influential and can make or break               
the visual effects of your 3D environment. The term lighting refers to the process              
of computing colors based on light sources and materials. In computer graphics            
light computations are categorized into three categories, Directional light, Point          
light and Spotlight, as illustrated in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Light sources used in 3D-visualizations, Spot light, Point light and Directional light 

 
Directional light assumes that the light source is infinitely far away so that the              
direction of the light rays are all parallel. The sun is a classic example of a                
directional light. Point light is where light is emitted in all directions from a fixed               
point in space. This type of light is a reasonable approximation of real light in a                
real time setting but do not always produce visually correct information. For            
example, shadows generated by a point light source have hard edges, while real             
light generates shadows with soft edges. Spotlight acts in the same way as point              
light. It is fixed in space but only produces light in a given direction, often in the                 
form of a cone. Point-and spot-light can also have their light attenuate with             
distance from the light source. The colors at the triangle vertices are computed             
through a lighting model[24]. The models used in real-time graphics involve the            
process of decompositioning the light into ambient, diffuse and specular          
components. With this model it is assumed that each light ray has the following              

attributes: an ambient color , , a diffuse color, , a specular color,            

, and intensity . Point-and spot-light also have an attenuation value,   Lintn         
. Materials which make up the surface of our objects, have the sameLattn              

components but with the additional parameters shine, , and an alpha           

component, .  

2.4.1.5 Ambient light 
The global effect from all the light rays is called ambient light. This is calculated               
using the light rays parameters in combination with the parameters from the            
materials the light ray hits.  
 

 =  o ( ) 
 

The operator o is interpreted differently depending on which color model that            
has been chosen to calculate the resulting light. There are two color models that              
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use the operator in different ways, the additive color model (componentwise           
addition) and the modulated color model (componentwise multiplication)[25].        
To support these operations, it is necessary to represent the colors in a             
normalized way. The standard way is to store all color channels as floating-point             
numbers in . Both of these models are used in graphical pipelines and both  0, ][ 1             
have their own drawbacks. The modulated color model produces a darkening           
effect since the product of < 1 and < 1 yields a product     c0     c1       c0 *

. However, this problem can be solved by adjusting the lightin {c , c }c1 < m 0  1 < 1            
intensity parameter. Another way to get around the darkening problem is to use             
the additive color model. Although the additive model isn’t without it’s own            
problems. The sum of two colors may result in a channel value larger than one.               
To counter this problem, a method called clamping is used. Clamping the sum             
per channel is the faster solution to the problem. However, this might change             
the perceived color value since ratios between pairs of red, green and blue are              
not preserved. An alternative to clamping is a method called scaling, where a             
maximum channel value is determined and, if larger than one, is used to scale all               
three channels to be within [0,1]. Rescaling comes at a higher price than             
clamping, since two divisions are required per color, whereas clamping does not            
have to use division at all. Either clamping or rescaling is necessary even with              
the modulated color model. This because the final lighting equation will involve            
sums of various color components in the lighting model. 

2.4.1.6 Reflected light 
There are three possible outcomes when light hits a surface. Light may be             
absorbed by the material, transmitted through the surface or it might be            
reflected. Materials often show a mix of these three behaviours. The portion of             
light that goes to each instance depends on properties of the materials, the             
wavelength of the light ray and the incidence angle. Reflected light is divided             
into two types, specular light and diffuse light. 
 
Diffuse lighting is based on Lambert’s law, which says for a matte surface, the              
intensity of the reflected light is determined by the cosine of the angle between              
the surface normal, , and the light direction vector, . If the angle between               

and is radians or greater, the light intensity will drop to zero. The intensity                
of the reflected light is determined by the parameter, which is called the        dspot       
spot angle attenuation factor. With properties gathered from the reflecting          

surface, , and properties included in the light ray, , and , together         Lintn     

with the  parameter, diffuse light, , can be calculated.dspot  
 

 
 
Specular reflection is the mirror-like reflection of waves from a surface. This            
occurs when each incident ray is reflected back with the same angle to the              
surface normal as the incident ray[26]. 
Specular light is similar to diffuse light but with the difference that diffuse light              
occurs when the light ray is reflected in a broad range of directions. In computer               
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graphics, specular lights is incorporated by the lighting model in the following            
way: 
 

 
 
Where is the light direction and is the reflection vector. The parameter             dspot  
is the attenuation coefficient, the same one discussed is the subsection on diffuse             
light. 

2.4.2 Physics engine 
To simulate realistic behavior of animated objects a separate part of a game             
engine called a physics engine is used. A physics engine calculates object            
behavior according to laws of physics to make it seem like the object is affected               
by gravity and other laws of nature. Since augmented reality uses simulated            
objects that interact with the real world, simulated physics becomes very           
important. Physics simulation is required to place holograms on a tabletop or to             
limit holograms from appearing inside a wall. 

2.4.2.1 Collision detection 
To determine when and how an object is to be subjected to laws of physics               
collision detection is required. A common technique is to have a separate            
collision box added to the game object. This box roughly makes up the             
extremities of the game object and if a plane formed by the box intersects              
another collision plane it will trigger a collision. In real-time systems such as             
games and user interactive applications response- and execution time is critical           
to avoid lag and delays in the simulation. To achieve short execution times,             
physics precision and accuracy are kept at a level where calculations are fast but              
simulation is still perceptually correct[24]. 
  
To have holograms interact with the real world all objects in the user's vicinity              
needs to be mapped out. The HoloLens records a spatial map of the             
surroundings continuously. The number of vertices can be adjusted for accuracy           
where more complex environments will need a significantly higher number of           
vertices to correctly map the surroundings. The spatial map is used as a collision              
box and allows holograms to interact with the real world surrounding the user.             
To continuously spatial map the surroundings takes a lot of computing power            
and will limit application performance. One way of limiting performance impact           
from spatial mapping is to start of with mapping the whole room and then              
simply turn spatial mapping off. This will work fine for most indoor            
environments but if objects in the room are moved holograms would then            
interact with an old version of the real world. This significantly impacts the             
realism of augmented reality applications[27]. 

2.4.2.2 Levels of accuracy 
There are three levels of physics engine accuracy and to fully simulate laws of              
nature all three are required. The levels are gravity without collision detection,            
gravity with collision detection and rigid body dynamics as illustrated in figure            
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6. With only gravity an object will indefinitely fall towards the bottom of the              
simulation environment. Other objects in the simulation will be ignored and the            
simulated rigid body will fall straight through other objects. When collision           
detection is added the simulated rigid body object will collide and its path will be               
obstructed by other objects in its path. With collision detection an object such as              
a cube could for example slide down a plane, rather than just falling straight              
through it. This significantly increases realism of a simulation but still does not             
fully represent real world rigid body behaviour. To further increase realism rigid            
body dynamics is added so the object itself will be subjected to rotation, falling              
over or bouncing once it has hit another surface[24]. Realism enhancements can            
be made by defining what kind of material the rigid body is made of. By adding                
classes for behaviour of all materials realism can be extremely high. Unity3D has             
built in functionality to simulate a wide range of material behaviour. Among            
these is a bounciness parameter to define if and by how much an object will               
bounce after collision[28]. 
 
Level of detail of the collision box is a large factor in how complex collision               
detection calculations are. An exact representation of a complex shape can have            
thousands of vertices all having to be processed by the physics engine. A simpler              
collision box will allow collision detection calculations to be updated more often.            
This can however significantly reduce realism and cause two objects appear to            
collide without even being in contact, or worse not collide until after the objects              
have already intersected. The key here is to optimize the level of realism in the               
simulation to match calculation power available. 

  
Figure 6: Levels of physics and collision detection 
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2.5 Export control for defence systems 
Products that can be used in warfare is carefully regulated in Swedish law. These              
products include weapons, ammunition, surveillance- and measurement       
equipment, protective gear, military training and technical aid to develop          
weapons. Laws and regulations are adapted to European Union standards and           
regulates development, manufacturing and export of military equipment. Basis         
for the regulations are principles and goals for Swedish foreign politics and is             
controlled by the Inspection for Strategic Products. The inspecting agency          
jurisdiction is to enforce regulations and handle applications from commercial          
organisations to develop, manufacture and export weapons grade material[3].  
 
The Inspection for Strategic Products are continuously evaluating new products          
on the market to establish if these fall under weapons grade regulations[29].            
There are three counsel boards to aid in interpretation of regulations and to             
correctly classify new materials or systems. The export control board is           
appointed by the Swedish government and is appointed to make sure regulations            
follow Swedish foreign policy interests. The technical-scientific board is an          
association with representatives from various governmental agencies that aid in          
classification of materials and systems. The third board is a cooperation board to             
aid communication between different agencies involved in export control[30]. 
 
All companies that are granted permission to deal with materials and systems            
subject to control are obliged to continuously report to the inspecting agency            
regarding marketing, business deals and changes in areas of operation.  

2.5.1 Products for dual use 
Many products developed and used in the civilian market can also be used to              
produce weapons grade material or systems. To prohibit or obstruct unlawful           
development of military products or weapons some civilian equipment and          
materials are subject to export control. Amongst others this includes specified           
technology and software. In some cases civilian software edited or converted for            
military use is subject to export control [31]. In general no export permit is              
required to transfer dual purpose materials, systems or technology within the           
European Union. Exporting beyond EU requires permit and this is granted by            
the inspection for strategic products.  

2.5.2 Systems with parts from mixed nations 
With ever growing complexity of weapons systems and development costs it is            
becoming more common for several countries to develop new systems in           
cooperation. With systems containing parts from several countries there are also           
several sets of export regulations to consider. This might lead to one country             
allowing export but another enforcing its export embargo. All companies dealing           
with defence material are obliged to follow regulations of all countries involved.            
Using dual use products adds further complexity. A product in civilian use might             
not be subject to export control but once it is used in a military application the                
company needs to acquire permission from the country of origin[32]. To ease            
export and cooperation between countries the Wassenaar Arrangement was         
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formed in the 1990s. Consisting of mainly western countries the organisation’s           
purpose is to harmonise regulations and procedures for weapons- and dual use            
material by publishing best practises[33].  

2.5.3 Considerations for this project 
In this specific case where Microsoft HoloLens is integrated into a combat            
management system there are several parts to consider. First of all the Hololens             
country of origin USA might have export embargo to certain countries, even for             
civilian use. If so the manufacturer is obliged to publish this and inform its              
customers regarding the embargo. The combat management system is subject to           
export control according to Swedish regulation but adding the HoloLens to the            
system does not by default mean that the HoloLens will also be under export              
control. Determining this is done by looking at how the implementation is done             
and where parts of the system affected by export control are situated in the              
technical system. In this project the application developed is not military specific            
and could also be adapted for civilian use. The significant part that distinguishes             
if it is a military application is actually the sonar track information sent to the               
device. This is situated on the CMS side and not in the HoloLens software.              
Seeing it from another perspective; the software on the HoloLens is only military             
useful with the CMS connection. It is therefore highly likely that this particular             
software application for the HoloLens would not be subject to export control. 
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3 Methods 

This section describes methods and methodology that are applied in this project.            
Method was selected according to a portal of research methods for computer            
science thesis projects[4]. This portal suggests to use either a quantitative or a             
qualitative main method. Since this is a case study to evaluate a new system as               
an extension to an existing system a qualitative method is used. The main focus              
for this case study is to evaluate the performance and technical limitations but             
user experience is also taken into consideration since augmented reality is highly            
dependant on user perception.  

3.1 Research Approach 
To evaluate the AR hardware a suitable application has to be developed and             
tested in conditions that resemble the intended usage area. A process for the             
case study was derived where different stages builds up to a summative            
evaluation to answer the problem statement[5][34].  

3.1.1 Project Process 
A project process was established to create a workflow through the whole project             
from problem statement to evaluation and reflections. The process workflow          
gives a clear understanding of how the case study is done and most importantly              
how performance evaluation is designed and under what circumstances it is           
completed. This process ensures quality and credibility of the final conclusion of            
the report. The project process is illustrated as a workflow in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Project Process Overview  

3.1.1.1 Problem statement 
Understanding the problem statement is key to successfully evaluating the          
augmented reality hardware. The basic problem statement if Microsoft         
HoloLens is technically able to be used for combat management systems gives            
rise to a number of additional questions. To conclude a valid and reliable answer              
to the problem statement design constraints and purpose of the evaluation had            
to be defined. This was done during the pre-study phase in discussions with             
SAAB representatives. For the report to have credibility towards the problem           
statement the correct parameters affecting hardware performance have to be          
reviewed.  

3.1.1.2 Analytical research 
The project was initiated with a pre-study phase where theoretical background           
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information on SAAB 9LV Combat Management System, Microsoft HoloLens,         
3D rendering techniques and Augmented Reality was put together to form a            
basis for designing a prototype. Basic understanding of possibilities and          
limitations of different systems is vital when designing a prototype and also            
when creating a test plan. Microsoft best practice for developing HoloLens           
applications suggests using Unity3D game engine together with Visual Studio.          
Since Unity3D has HoloLens support implemented this was the natural choice           
over other game engine options or building one ourselves. For test purposes            
Unity3D also comes with a profiler that can wirelessly connect to the device and              
extract performance data.  

3.1.1.3 Design of a prototype 
After the pre-study phase was complete a specification for a prototype was            
derived with basic requirements of features and usability. Design choices          
comprised of techniques to create a 3D map, user interaction capabilities,           
techniques for transferring sonar information from the combat management         
system and different options to display tracks in the terrain map.  

3.1.1.4 Implementing the prototype 
A phase of implementation was conducted where an iterative approach was used            
to build an application prototype to match design requirements. Two versions of            
the application was built where one prototype used 3D models of ships and             
submarines to present tracks on the map. This to be able to evaluate if the               
HoloLens can handle a lot of detail in 3D rendering. A second prototype was              
implemented where tracks were instead symbolized by icons according to          
standard for command and control symbology APP-6. These symbols are          
currently in use on the latest version of 9LV Combat Management System. An             
advantage with an iterative development strategy is that design techniques can           
be altered or changed if necessary if better ways of implementing functionality            
are found compared to the initial approach. Unity3D offers many ways of solving             
the same problem but with augmented reality in mind and performance           
limitations some solutions are more effective than others. It is sometimes           
necessary to alter the application to find the best implementation for the            
hardware used, while still maintaining functionality according to design         
requirements. 

3.1.1.5 Test plan and evaluation 
During the implementation phase an evaluation was done with every iteration to            
continuously evaluate if the prototype was fulfilling design requirements or to           
conclude if redesign was necessary. If design features are considered too large to             
implement within the time frame for the project due to unforeseen events or             
problems these might be omitted. This is however only possible if it is             
considered to not affect performance evaluation which is the main goal of the             
case study. 
 
After completion of the prototype a test plan was formed with the aim of being               
able to answer the problem statement. First an evaluation of hardware           
performance was done to see if the two versions of the application could meet              
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best practice rendering recommendations. 
Secondly an environmental conditions evaluation was done to conclude if the           
HoloLens is able to function as intended onboard a boat or moving vehicle.  

3.1.1.6 Conclusions and experiences during development 
Finally data was analysed to form a result and conclusions were drawn to what              
the HoloLens is able to handle in application quality and operational conditions.            
During the project observations were continuously made on how users embrace           
augmented reality and experiences on human machine interaction issues with          
augmented reality. By considering both hardware performance and user         
experiences a complete picture of capabilities and limitations for augmented          
reality applications for HoloLens is established. Valuable lessons on application          
development for HoloLens are documented and a base for further research is            
established. 

3.2 Research Strategies, Methodologies and Data collection 
To determine if the HoloLens will function for intended use there are two main              
aspects to consider and all tests are designed to evaluate these two key areas.              
Firstly a hardware performance evaluation to determine if the current version of            
the device is able to run the developed application. The second evaluation is             
concerned with usage environment and if the device can function in naval use. 

3.2.1 Performance evaluation 
The application that is designed and implemented according to set specifications           
is tested to ensure that the device will be able to run it properly. Ultimately user                
experience is key to building a successful holographic application. The user has            
to be able to seamlessly use the application to its full potential which means that               
the hardware needs to be able to correctly, fast and efficiently render the             
hologram. User experience is difficult to accurately measure and is biased           
depending on the user’s experience, training and previous use of VR or AR. To              
get better data of performance than biased user opinions data collection is            
focused on actual hardware performance data.  
Microsoft has established best practice recommendations for HoloLens        
applications. These recommendations are supposed to establish a baseline at          
which user experience is withheld. If the application rendering requirements          
exceeds available hardware performance and is unable to meet best practice           
performance user experience will be significantly affected. One primary         
parameter for user experience is frame rate per second, which is recommended            
to be at least 60 fps for holograms to be rendered quickly enough to avoid               
holograms from jumping and moving unexpectedly. Another primary parameter         
is number of triangles in a hologram. The more triangles a hologram consists of              
the better the resolution and the more accurately an object appears. An increase             
in triangles will also increase the load on the graphics processor and therefore             
might lower frame rate. These are the two main parameters measured for this             
performance evaluation. This will give a result to decide whether the application            
can be run according to best practice recommendations while still having           
reasonable resolution to ensure correct representation of a map view. To ensure            
the application can be continuously run over time an evaluation of system power             
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usage is done on the most optimal version of the application. HoloLens is a              
passively cooled device and will automatically shut down an application that           
causes operating temperature to rise above a critical reference value. It is            
therefore crucial that the application not only have the performance to render a             
sufficient user experience but also allowing the hardware sufficient cooling. 
To extract performance parameters Unity3D profiler and HoloLens Device         
Portal built in performance evaluation tool is used. Both tools have a wide range              
of parameters available and support to remotely connect to external devices           
through a local network. It is also vital that the analysis tool does not affect               
performance in itself by adding an unreasonable overhead. The Unity3D profiler           
has a normal mode and a deep profiler mode. Normal mode is enough to              
perform the measurements required for this case. The deep profiler has a very             
large overhead and will affect frame rate of the measurements. In this case this              
is undesirable and therefore normal mode is used which has a small overhead. 

3.2.2 Operational environment evaluation 
Intended use of the application running on HoloLens is in a naval environment             
onboard a ship or a submarine. The device hardware contains multiple sensors            
for orientation and spatial mapping makes it necessary to test if the equipment             
can handle usage onboard a moving vessel. There are two scenarios applicable;            
one being on board a vessel at sea with external reference visible and one              
scenario without external reference, similar to an operations room aboard a           
warship. The current use of an operator station as part of the combat             
management system is commonly inside a ship where the HoloLens inertial           
measurement unit would be subject to accelerations from sea state and ship            
maneuvers but spatial mapping would be with reference to the surrounding           
operations room. Walls, floor and roof move in respect to earth's gravity with             
ship movements and how this is affecting holographic presentation is          
investigated.  
Tests are done with the application running on the HoloLens onboard a boat in              
both test scenarios. Acceleration of the boat is recorded with separate equipment            
together with a live preview of the holographic presentation. If the HoloLens is             
unable to continuously render the application in a fixed position or losing spatial             
mapping this can be analysed to see under what conditions this occurs.  

3.3 Data Analysis Methods 
For performance evaluation data is collected and categorized according to test           
case. Data is put together into graphs to analyse how different application            
settings affect performance. Where considered necessary measurements are        
confirmed by a second evaluation round and analysed for confirmability with the            
first round of test results.  
Analysis for operational environment tests are focused on finding limiting          
factors on HoloLens usage. Analysing of the recorded live feed is done to find              
instances where the HoloLens lost spatial mapping. If so, parameters from           
external sensors are analysed to try and find during what acceleration and/or            
angle conditions loss of spatial mapping occur.  
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3.4 Quality Assurance 
For research to have relevance and be a useful addition to knowledge in a field               
results need to be reliable and valid. Evaluation and interpretation of outcomes            
and results needs to be assessed with valid methods. For this case study to have               
relevance all tests, experiments and conclusions are drawn up with quality           
assurance in mind. The qualitative research approach used assures quality by           
dependability, credibility, transferability and confirmability. 

3.4.1 Dependability 
Experiments and tests have to be designed to give reliable results regardless of             
who is conducting the test and give similar results for repeated tests[35]. By             
carefully describing what is tested and how the experiment is conducted this            
case study assures that test results are a reliable source for further analysis.             
When performance testing 3D rendering results are highly dependent of how the            
hologram application is constructed. When measuring performance of different         
applications it shall not be expected to get the same results. Tests in this case               
study is only applicable for applications as per specification and intended use.            
Every alteration of a 3D object such as size, resolution, lighting and shader will              
have significant impact on the outcome. For the defined test parameters with a             
particular 3D application this case study is guaranteeing that test results are true             
and correct.  

3.4.2 Credibility and transferability 
To consider results from this case study to be useful all test results used to draw                
conclusions have to be relevant in the field. All test scenarios are planned out to               
alter settings and rendering techniques that affect calculation performance of          
the device. The main goal of these tests are to see if this particular application is                
able to maintain best practice recommendation from the device manufacturer.          
Altering settings that only affect user experience is irrelevant when measuring           
performance and therefore such test scenarios are omitted. Altering parameters          
for performance will however have an effect on user experience as well. Although             
this is not primarily the purpose of this case study user feedback is recorded and               
analysed in a separate section for possible later use. If this case study would              
evolve into a commercial application user feedback will be a useful source when             
designing the application. It will then be up to the application designer to             
determine if the feedback is transferable. By carefully describing phenomenons          
and results transferability will be facilitated[35]. 

3.4.3 Confirmability 
It shall be possible for others to confirm if results are true and correct and               
determine to what level results are biased by those conducting the           
experiments[35]. By defining how the application is designed, how performance          
evaluation is conducted and how conclusions are drawn will aid confirmability.           
These descriptions will facilitate for others to interpret or possibly replicate           
experiments and themselves determine the value of this research for their own            
use. 
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4 Development of 3D terrain map hologram 

This section describes how the hologram application was developed. From the           
design requirements iterations were established to develop the application with          
added functionality after each iteration. During and after each iteration tests           
were performed to evaluate that each iteration fulfils set requirements.  

4.1 HoloLens setup 
The Microsoft HoloLens is, as previously mentioned, a system which is capable            
of enhancing reality by displaying holographic images together with your          
surroundings. The holographic images are developed using Unity3D game         
engine. Unity3D already provides several APIs that support many features used           
by the HoloLens, for example gestures and voice input. Unity3D also already            
includes the core building blocks for holographic apps, such as camera control,            
spatial mapping, spatial sound and persistence. Unity3D is also the          
recommended modelling program proposed by Microsoft[36]. A user has the          
possibility to interact with a hologram through gestures or voice commands.           
This together with how an augmented object should behave under certain           
conditions is programmed using scripts. These scripts are written in C# using            
Microsoft’s IDE, Visual Studio.  
 
Designing holographic applications for the HoloLens requires a bit further          
tuning of our Unity3D project. The standard Unity3D Camera component is           
capable of handling both head tracking and stereoscopic rendering, only a few            
settings has to be applied to get the camera to work as a holographic camera for                
the HoloLens. The Camera component will act as the user’s point of view and it               
determines the user’s location and head position in the augmented world. Unlike            
a traditional 3D camera, the position and orientation of the camera is implicitly             
controlled by the user’s movement. The user’s movement is then relayed to the             
application on a frame-by-frame basis. The camera component also plays a           
crucial role in the virtual coordinate system. It marks the origin of the             
coordinate system, which all augmented objects calculate position and         
orientation from. We finalize the camera setup by coloring everything in the            
scene black, except the hologram. The color black is rendered as transparent in             
the HoloLens. This allows users to view their surroundings with the additional            
augmentation.  
 
HoloLens is capable of rendering immersive holographic experiences to the user           
without being tethered to a PC. Developing applications for the HoloLens is            
different from developing regular desktop applications. Each eye has to be           
presented with independent visual information to simulate the appearance of          
holographic objects in accordance with the laws of physics. Making the           
experience feel natural and comfortable requires that the visual representation is           
updated with minimal latency to avoid distortions of the augmented object.           
Holographic applications need to balance visual complexity, presentation frame         
rate, rendering latency, input latency and power consumption. To achieve this           
balance, we follow Microsoft’s best practice guidelines [37] with a primary focus            
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on achieving the targeted frame rate of 60Hz. Microsoft has also provided the             
HoloToolkit, in which developers can access shaders, objects and materials,          
which are optimized for applications running on the HoloLens.  

4.2 Spatial Mapping 
Spatial mapping is one of the most central features provided with the HoloLens.             
Spatial mapping provides a detailed representation of real-world surfaces in the           
environment surrounding the HoloLens. Spatial mapping allows for creation of          
convincing AR applications by merging the real- and augmented world.          
Applications utilizing spatial mapping will more naturally align with user          
expectations by providing familiar real world behaviours and interactions. A          
spatial surface describes a real world object in a small volume of space,             
represented as a triangle mesh, as can be seen in figure 8, attached to a               
world-locked spatial coordinate system[27]. The HoloLens gathers spatial        
surface data through the use of an array of environmental understanding           
cameras in combination with a depth camera.  
  
Rendering an accurate triangle mesh is crucial for an enjoyable user experience.            
Several factors can impair rendering, such as user motion, surface materials and            
lighting interference. How a user moves through their environment determines          
the perception of the scanned area. A well developed application guides the user             
through a scanning phase, which ensures that the quality of the generated            
triangle mesh is enough to support the behaviour of the application. Providing            
the user with feedback regarding the spatial map quality throughout a session            
will prevent the system from failing due to insufficient surface data. The head             
tracking system of the HoloLens may fail to render an accurate map of its              
surroundings, this may occur due to rapid user motions, dynamic movement in            
the area, poor lighting, featureless walls or cameras being covered. This can be             
prevented to some extent by prompting the user to re-scan their environment if             
the quality of the triangle mesh reaches a critical level.  
 
Surface materials can also impact the quality of spatial mapping data.           
Real-world surfaces can vary greatly in terms of reflecting infrared light. Dark            
surfaces can also cause problems. If the surface is too dark so that most of the                
light is absorbed by the material itself will leave the HoloLens unable to gather              
sufficient surface data due to lack of reflected light. Moving the HoloLens closer             
to such surfaces may solve the problem, since the HoloLens might be able to              
gather just enough of the reflected light. However, some surfaces can be so dark              
that they will always reflect too little light, regardless of distance. Just as with              
dark materials, shiny surfaces may also cause problems, since light may be            
reflected away from the HoloLens when viewed from a narrow angle. These            
surfaces will introduce holes in the surrounding environment, where real-world          
surfaces are missing from the spatial mapping data.  
 
Reducing the load on the HoloLens CPU and GPU can be done by simplifying              
the triangle mesh. This is done by replacing planar parts of the triangle mesh              
with larger planes, since a single plane is simpler to render than several polygons              
covering the same area. This technique is also utilized to fill holes in the spatial               
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map, preventing holograms from disappearing through the floor. These planar          
surfaces provide areas which are perfect for holographic interaction. For          
example, rolling a holographic ball on top of an unprocessed triangle mesh may             
cause the ball to behave in an unnatural way, like rolling in the wrong direction.               
The HoloLens strives to gather as accurate spatial data as possible, so any             
processing applied to the triangle mesh risks shifting your surfaces further from            
the truth. 
 

 
Figure 8: Color coded triangle mesh together with holographic terrain 

4.3 User interaction 
Since this is our first time working with the Microsoft HoloLens, we started off              
our project by examining its possibilities. Our idea was to make a rough             
implementation of the functionality we desired before implementing it in the full            
scale application. This led to several smaller iterations which focused on           
perfecting a single function.  

4.3.1 Cursor Feedback 
Interacting with holographic images produced by the HoloLens can be done in            
several ways. Since computers in general are operated with a mouse and            
keyboard, the most intuitive way of interaction with a hologram is using a             
cursor. The cursor used by holographic applications are made up of a small             
gameobject which is located at the user’s gaze. The user must therefore turn and              
tilt his or her head in order to navigate the cursor.  
 
The functionality of a holographic cursor differs a bit from a regular mouse             
cursor, since it must provide the user with feedback as the user interacts with              
augmented objects. For example, if the users gaze and in turn the holographic             
cursor hits an augmented object, the cursor changes appearance and thus           
indicates to the user that this is an interactable object. This functionality is             
achieved through the use of physical raycasts. When the cursor is active, raycasts             
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are performed in the direction of the cursor to discern if the cursor is colliding               
with another augmented object. Another important feedback aspect of the cursor           
occurs when holograms provide several attributes which enables the user to alter            
the holograms appearance and position through physical interaction. The cursor          
will then again change appearance depending on which type of interaction mode            
that is active, making sure that the user is aware of how he or she is able to                  
interact with the hologram.  

4.3.2 Move, rotate and resize objects 
The ability to move, rotate and resize an object was one of first functionalities we               
experimented with. To implement these we started off by creating three small            
boxes in Unity3D, each box was assigned one of the above abilities.  
 
Altering an object's size requires a scaling transformation that either enlarges or            
diminishes the object's size based on a set scale. Through the use of a scaling               
matrix and by manipulating each diagonal entry we can manipulate the targeted            
object’s size. Since the target object is a box, all vertices are of the same length                
and thus all entries in the scaling matrix are increased by the same amount. This               
is called uniform scaling and this means that the box will keep its original shape               
even after manipulation. With objects that has a more advanced geometrical           
shape, rescaling becomes a bit more advanced. Primarily because each entry in            
the scaling matrix has to be altered individually, resulting in a resized object             
with correct proportions.  
 
Implementing a method for moving an object is a bit more advanced, but still              
made simple by Unity3D. Current position and target position is defined in            
cartesian coordinates, these are then converted to quaternion vectors for ease of            
use. To make the object move gradually between the starting position and the             
target position we utilize interpolation. The two converted vectors together with           
a scalar makes up the interpolation components. This type of linear           
interpolation is most commonly used to find a point some fraction of the way              
along the line between two endpoints. Forcing the box to appear at these points              
will make the box move gradually between the endpoints. This in turn generates             
a more realistic feel to moving an augmented object. 
 
As previously stated, rotating an object requires multiplication with the correct           
rotational matrix, and in many cases rotation involves all three matrices. In such             
a case the object is rotated z degrees about the Z-axis, x degrees about the X-axis                
and y degrees about the Y-axis, in that order until the desired orientation is              
reached. This convention of rotation is quite simple to understand, since we are             
able to visualize the entire procedure. Unity3D however, converts these Euler           
angles to quaternions. This abstraction reduces the workload on the system and            
simplifies programming. The workload is reduced by carrying out a single more            
complex calculation, quaternion rotation, instead of performing Euler angle         
rotations. Through the use of quaternions, the object is rotated about a            
3D-vector instead of rotating the object about each individual axis in a certain             
order to achieve the same result. Many developers also benefit from this            
abstraction, since Euler angle representation is intuitively understandable[38]        
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and the developer can achieve the desired result without having to delve into the              
details of quaternions.  
 
Alongside the holographic cursor, interaction with holograms can also become          
available through voice command. This will likely be the natural choice of user             
input if your hands are occupied with other tasks. However, without user            
feedback interacting through voice commands can quickly become confusing         
and can feel unresponsive. To combat this issue, we implemented a welcome            
screen which explains how the user is supposed to interact with the holographic             
terrain and what features are available. To further improve usability, UI-buttons           
were implemented which accessed the same features as the voice commands.           
This allows the user to either gaze and air tap the button to access the desired                
feature or utilizing the corresponding voice command. For example, if a user            
wants the hologram to collide with real-world surfaces, the user can activate this             
feature by simply saying “Spatial Mapping On”. Upon calling this command, the            
corresponding UI button changes state to active. Thus clearly indicating if a            
certain feature is active or not.  

4.4 Terrain design 
Unity3D has an advanced built in terrain generating tool that offers a wide range              
of drawing tools and textures to render real world-accurate landscapes. A           
complete terrain object consists of several layers that together make up a            
dynamic interactible terrain. There is a height tool to generate terrain elevation            
that draws a 16-bit grayscale texture commonly known as a heightmap. A texture             
is placed on top of the heightmap to give the terrain correct color and texture to                
assimilate the correct material. A terrain collider is created to enable game            
interaction with the terrain. Dynamic objects like trees and grass can be added             
together with a wind zone that simulates trees and grass blowing in the wind.  
To get up and running with the hologram application the built in Unity terrain              
tool was used to create a generic 3D map to resemble a coastal scene. Since the                
intended use of the application is to place a map on a table it was decided to                 
scale the map terrain to fit on a 0.5*0.5 meter table. A terrain in scale 1:1 of                 
500*500 meters was generated and then scaled 1:1000 to fit into the            
application. The terrain was given a texture to resemble a sea floor for parts to               
be under water. Terrain sections above water were given a lighter gray and green              
texture to resemble rocks and grass.  
 
Unity provides a wide range of assets to ease development of applications and             
games. One of these assets is a water texture that realistically renders water in a               
scene. Since we wanted a transparent sea surface for our application but did not              
have enough time to draw one ourselves it was decided to use the Unity asset               
Water4Simple in our application. The package includes a semi transparent water           
surface with planar reflection and a gerstner wave based equation script for            
simulating periodic surface gravity waves. A water object based on the asset was             
added to the terrain gameobject and set to give the map a maximum water depth               
of 60 meters. A common approach to make the water more realistic is to add fog                
under the water surface. This gives the user a sensation of being under water due               
to limited visibility and different coloring compared to the sky above the surface.             
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Although underwater fog adds realism to the scene it also significantly increases            
real time rendering calculations and limits visibility of underwater sonar tracks.           
During trials with underwater fog it was decided to skip this feature and possibly              
implement it if time would allow after other vital functionality was completed.  
 
During iteration evaluation it was discovered that dark colors give an           
unexpectedly high level of transparency when viewed in the HoloLens. A color            
correctly representing a seafloor when previewed in Unity turned out to be            
almost completely transparent in the HoloLens. Adjustments of color by using           
HoloLens safe colors supplied by Microsoft HoloToolkit for Unity3D improved          
the hologram presentation but still not satisfactory. Trials with lighting          
considerably improved hologram visibility and the final setting used was both a            
directional light and a spotlight, both set with warm color and medium intensity.  
 
During trials with rotation it was discovered that terrain generated in Unity3D is             
locked for rotations around its vertical axis. If you place a map on a table you                
would normally want to rotate the map to view it from a certain direction, like               
orienting the map to compass north. Since Unity terrain rotation is locked this             
won't be possible. Investigating this further by experimentation showed that          
terrain needs to be orientated in right angles to be correctly rendered. This is a               
design choice by Unity3D to simplify a very complex terrain engine. The target             
market for Unity3D game engine are games for various platforms and for that             
purpose a realistic simulation of terrain with accurate dynamic behavior of trees            
and grass is favoured over ability to render a rotatable terrain. A possible             
workaround for this is by rotating the game camera around the terrain to make              
the appearance of the terrain rotating. This is not a straightforward solution for             
the HoloLens since Microsoft best practice recommendations for HoloLens         
setup is to have the camera centered at the user. Rotating the camera could be a                
possible solution but extensive tests would have to be done to discover            
unexpected behavior. 
 
The terrain engine has a terrain collider function built in that creates a collision              
box that accurately follows the terrain. As previously described drawing an           
accurate collision box can be performance limiting since a considerable increase           
in the number of triangles is necessary to accurately render the collider. The             
Unity3D terrain collider function is optimized to draw complex collision surfaces           
and is crucial when building realistic interactions with terrain such as having            
objects roll on the terrain surface. For this application it is more important how              
the application interacts with spatial mapping to correctly be able to place the             
terrain map in a table. Therefore an external collision box as can be seen in               
figure 9 was created to set the outline for the whole scene. Each game object also                
has its own collision box to enable collision with terrain. If no collision is              
detected between a sonar track and the terrain it would simply appear that the              
object disappears under the seabed. This would severely decrease realism in the            
application. 
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Figure 9: Unity3D preview of terrain map application with collision boxes 

 
By use of imported heightmaps elevation textures from external sources such as            
terrain databases can be used for any part of earth. There are several open              
source databases available but resolution differs a lot between these. One           
possible source is Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database[39] that is a joint effort from             
the states around the baltic sea to publish bathymetry data for the whole area.              
Figure 10 shows a sample depth map from the Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database.             
Although quality is better than other available sources it is still somewhat            
limited. Sections of this depth database can be exported, converted to 16-bit            
grayscale heightmaps and imported into Unity to be used in the terrain map             
application. The limiting factor for the HoloLens will be memory to store map             
data for large areas. If memory is limiting the application map data could be              
uploaded from an external source through wifi when needed. The final version of             
the holographic terrain map application can be seen in figure 11. 
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Figure 10: Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database - v0.9.3 

 

 
Figure 11: The finished holographic application seen though the HoloLens 
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5 Displaying sonar track 

After the map was finished the application development continued with          
implementing functionality to display sonar tracks in the map. A datastream           
through UDP was used to port track data from 9LV CMS to the HoloLens              
application. With track data such as identification, position, direction and speed           
game objects were created with attributes and displayed in the terrain map.  

5.1 Data stream to transfer sonar track  
The CMS provides subsurface positional data through the use of sonar.           
However, during the early stages of the project, functionality for transmitting a            
sonar track outside the system was not supported. Instead a simulated version of             
the CMS was implemented.  
 
To simulate a sonar track from the CMS, realistic positional coordinates in the             
form of longitude, latitude, altitude, direction and speed were made up. The            
positional information was then stored in a text file. The text-file was formatted             
as a .CSV to simplify the process of identifying each entry. This required that our               
application was able to interpret the simulated sonar track, select a holographic            
model to represent the tracked object and place it accordingly. With each entry             
in the text file isolated from each other, left to do was tuning the file reader                
script making sure that the text to number conversion went smoothly and            
adding support for special characters as well. With the simulated positional data            
available to our program, we began working with applying this information to a             
gameobject. This process began by identifying the tracked object on the basis of             
a unique ID. With the correct model selected, positional data was then applied to              
the object. The object is then brought into the holographic terrain at the             
specified location. The script responsible for this functionality was executed at           
every update-frame (Update is called between 30-60 times a second), making           
the location of the tracked object very accurate. However, for the CMS to             
generate and transmit an entirely new text file every time new positional data is              
available creates a lot of unnecessary overhead.  
 
Reducing the amount of overhead required a different approach and our           
solution to this problem is Google’s protocol buffer transmitted using          
UDP-messages. This method for data transmissions was selected due to it’s           
simplicity, performance and it’s ability to transmit data between systems built           
with different languages[40]. Sending data with protocol buffers begins by          
defining how you want the information you’re serializing to be structured. This            
information is stored in a .proto format file which can be utilized by protoc.              
Protoc is a pre-compiler which generates the necessary data access classes, for            
example get_name() or set_name(). These classes can then be used in your            
application to populate, serialize and retrieve protocol buffer messages         
formatted according to your previously defined .proto-file. The data is          
transmitted through a process called serialization, where the data is serialized to            
a binary stream and then transmission can begin. In our case, we utilize UDP to               
transport the binary stream over a WIFI-connection. At the receiving end, the            
data is deserialized back to it’s original formatting and made available for            
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further use.  

5.2 Coordinate conversion 
Position information of tracks from CMS comes as latitude and longitude in            
radians based on the international standard World Geodetic System 84. WGS84           
is a widely used coordinate reference system for topographic mapping,          
aeronautical- and nautical charts first established by United States Department          
of Defence for use in the global positioning system developed in the 1980s[41].  
 
WGS84 covers the whole earth and coordinates range in latitude from 90°N to             
90°S, in longitude from 180°E to 180°W. One degree equals 60 minutes and one              
minute equals 60 seconds. One minute equals one nautical mile of 1852 meters.             
To convert a coordinate in degrees to radians degrees, minutes and seconds are             
converted to decimal degrees and then multiplied by π/180. North and east            
coordinates are represented with a positive decimal number, south and west           
coordinates by a negative decimal number.  
 
In Unity3D local positioning is represented in units which equals one meter per             
unit. To correctly position a sonar track WGS84 coordinates have to be            
converted to unity local position. All unity game objects have a local origo and              
child game objects can be positioned based on the local origo of their parent. The               
application is setup so that all sonar tracks are children of the terrain map. The               
terrain map origo equals a real world coordinate in WGS84 and with simple             
calculations the sonar track position can be established in the map. 
The sonar track object position is subtracted from the map origo coordinate to             
establish how far from origo in x and z the object is to be placed. The difference                 
in radian decimal represented coordinates is converted to meters, scaled          
according to the set map scale and then the object is placed in the map. Sample                
placement of tracks are shown in figure 12. 
 
Sonar track altitude comes in referenced to sea level in meters with a positive              
number above the surface and a negative number below the surface. To give the              
object its correct position in altitude the incoming altitude is scaled according to             
map scale and game object position in y-plane updated. 
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Figure 12: Placement of sonar tracks in the terrain map  

 
All tracks also contain data on direction of travel and speed. Even if the data feed                
from the combat management system would be temporarily lost it is still            
desirable to present a continuous position update that gives an approximate           
position of all tracks. Based on direction and speed a dead reckoning update of              
position is calculated for all tracks. A calculation based on how far and object is               
moved in the z- and x-plane per time unit is done and position updated              
accordingly. Speed per axis is calculated by use of trigonometry and scaled to             
local map scale speed. Position is updated every second based on local speed. If a               
new datastream with a known and previously used identification is received the            
dead reckoning position is overwritten with the new correct coordinates and a            
new dead reckoning calculation is done based on updated direction and speed.  
 
Unity3D uses 32-bit floats to store object positions and this will limit a stored              
position to six decimals[42]. Roundoff errors will start to occur with higher            
precision and these might increase with multiple position transformations with          
the same rounded input. This might occur in the dead reckoning function where             
a speed is calculated in a specific direction. With six decimals for coordinates             
represented in radians minimum change in position will equal 6 meters in earth             
scale. Maximum position error is therefore 3 meters and the resulting error over             
distance travelled will be multiplied by the number of time units.  

5.3 Indicating a sonar track 
When the CMS sonar has found an unknown vessel in it’s surrounding area,             
tracking begins and an APP-6 symbol representing the object is displayed on the             
original CMS operating console. While our HoloLens application has the          
opportunity to display the tracked vessel as a 3D model in the holographic             
terrain. During the development process of the HoloLens application, APP-6          
symbols were implemented as a reference for performance testing.  
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To represent the sonar track with APP-6 symbols, work began with altering the             
available images of the APP-6 symbols to make a tailored fit for our application.              
This included rescaling of the image and making its background transparent.           
Rescaling of the image resulted in an acceptable resolution even at shorter            
viewing distances. The image is then attached to a gameobject which then can be              
brought into the holographic terrain. Also attached to the gameobject is a            
billboarding script. This script generates a 3D-vector which points from the           
target, our image of the APP-6 symbol, to the main camera. Through the use of               
quaternions, the images surface-normal is aligned to the previously described          
3D-vector. This forces the image to face the user at all times, ensuring that the               
symbol is always visible. The image itself is stored on the HoloLens hard drive              
and is loaded at runtime. While this implementation provides a less realistic            
presentation compared to using 3D-models, it drastically decreases the amount          
of triangles that has to be rendered by the HPU. 
 
To make a more realistic presentation, we took advantage of the possibility to             
display 3D-models in the holographic terrain. The models used in the project            
were a model of SAAB Kockums Visby class corvette and A26 submarine. These             
models has been pre-designed and pre-programmed in Unity3D by another          
branch of SAAB. Since the models were already pre-made, we only had to rescale              
the models to fit in our application. No billboarding script was attached due to              
the model being 3D and thus visible from any direction. The 3D-models also             
provide the advantage of being able to tell which direction the tracked vessel is              
facing.  
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6 HoloLens performance evaluation 

The essence of this case study is to evaluate the performance of the HoloLens to               
be able to answer the problem statement. With the application complete, a test             
phase started to evaluate device performance and limitations on usage          
environment.  

6.1 Performance evaluation 
Testing if the HoloLens hardware could handle the developed application was           
done based on best practice guidelines published by Microsoft. Different test           
scenarios were drawn up to see how varying application settings affect           
performance. Measurement of parameters were done with Unity3D profiler and          
HoloLens Device Portal built in performance evaluation tool. Microsoft’s best          
practice for HoloLens suggests applications to achieve 60 frames per second           
with a power consumption one minute average in the green or orange zone, as              
defined in HoloLens Device Portal. To achieve best practice recommendations          
rendering techniques are crucial and especially geometry design and shaders          
used affect performance greatly.  
 
To see how performance shifts with various settings three different shaders were            
tested on the application with three different pixel fault values for the terrain. As              
a reference an unlit shader was used although this is not useful for the              
application since user experience is greatly affected and objects appear very           
basic with an unlit shader. Unity3D standard shader was tested to see how this              
widely used shader giving high realism affects performance. The HoloToolkit          
asset contains a standard fast shader especially designed for the HoloLens to            
give better performance but similar quality to the Unity3D standard shader. All            
shaders were tested with a terrain pixel fault of 1, 30 and 200 to determine how                
detailed terrain can be handled. Two versions of the application was tested, one             
using 3D models to indicate combat management system tracks and once using            
APP-6 symbology. This might give an indication if using 3D models is feasible or              
if this will affect performance too greatly.  
 
Tests were done by running the application on the HoloLens with the            
appropriate settings. The test began by looking away from the hologram and            
then looking at the hologram to allow measurement data to stabilize. Data was             
logged in Unity3D profiler and in HoloLens Device Portal. CPU, HPU, memory,            
SoC (CPU, HPU and memory power consumption), system power and frame rate            
was monitored and recorded in each test case. To distinguish how much effect             
different settings in the application has the number of triangles required to            
render the application was also recorded. The number of triangles is a good             
indicator into the level of quality a 3D rendered object has but also an indicator               
of how complex rendering operations will be. Finding the balance between detail            
and rendering complexity is crucial.  

6.2 Operational environment evaluation  
To evaluate if the Microsoft HoloLens is a valid choice for presenting a sonar              
track in its intended environment, we decided to perform a series of usability             
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tests onboard a boat. The tests were performed to determine if the HoloLens is              
able to continuously render the holographic terrain without spatial mapping          
tracking loss.  

6.2.1 Usability tests onboard a boat 
Tests regarding usability onboard were divided into two parts and performed           
twice in different environments. The first part of the test was carried out in an               
enclosed environment, with the goal of simulating an operating room with no            
stable reference points. The second part included tests which allowed the           
HoloLens to gather stable reference points in it’s surroundings. Both of these            
tests were performed under two different environmental settings, one aboard a           
smaller motor boat and the other on a larger ferry.  
 
Tests performed aboard the smaller motor boat was carried out while the boat             
was docked to the pier. This to enable the second part of the test which would                
allow the HoloLens to gather stable reference points ashore. The weather           
conditions during the day of testing was very rough, with strong winds in             
combination with hail. This in turn generated irregular waves which caused the            
boat to rock back and forth in an unpredictable way. These were optimal             
circumstances for our simulation. Further, the boat was equipped with a cabin,            
in which we would perform our tests. The cabin size however, limited the             
HoloLens to the point of which stereoscopic rendering is not guaranteed. Since            
the HoloLens requires at least two meters of free sight, we extended the cabin by               
covering the entire boat in a tarpaulin, thus simulating an enclosed room of the              
required size aboard a smaller boat. Setting up the test environment for the             
second part of the test was simply done by removing the tarpaulin, thus allowing              
the HoloLens to gather static reference points from the nearby pier.  
 
The second environmental setting, aboard a local ferry, left us unable to perform             
the second part of the test where we would allow the HoloLens to gather static               
reference points. This because we were not allowed to modify the test            
environment to the point of which we could perform a correct simulation. In             
retrospect however, this setback did not affect the outcome of the usability tests.             
While unable to perform the second test, we still managed to test the HoloLens              
in an enclosed environment. Since the ferry is of considerable size, we were able              
to simulate an environment similar to the intended operational environment          
aboard a frigate or corvette. A larger ship is more resilient to incoming waves,              
hence the environment in which the tests were carried out were considerably            
more stable than the previous environment. Aboard the ferry we deployed our            
tests in the passenger cabin, where we had no issue with rendering the             
holographic image at a distance which abide Microsoft’s guidelines. 
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7 Results 

Test results from application evaluations are presented in this chapter. After           
tests were completed data was analysed and compared to visualize connections           
between application rendering settings and performance. Based on the results          
conclusions are drawn in chapter 8 to suggest changes to the application and             
how to move forward with the project.  

7.1 Performance evaluation results 
When analysing the test data, we decided to study the amount of triangles and              
how many frames per second the HoloLens was able to render. The total amount              
of triangles relate to the overall detail of the presented image, while frames per              
second determines how often the presented image is updated in one second. To             
achieve desirable user comfort applications should target 60 frames per second,           
according to Microsoft’s best practice. Included in the best practice, is how to             
setup a Unity3D project for optimal performance.  
 
The following graphs show the resulting frame rate from each test. The tests             
were carried out with two different models presenting a tracked vessel, three            
levels of optimization and using the previously mentioned shaders for rendering.  
 

 
Figure 13: Results from performance evaluation, 3D models to represent tracks 
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Figure 14: Results from performance evaluation, symbols to represent tracks 
 
According to figure 13 and figure 14 above, we can conclude that the HoloLens is               
comfortably rendering at least 200k triangles simultaneously and still manages          
to run smoothly at 30 FPS. This result is not perfect but 30 FPS is, according to                 
us, still valid for our application. If we take a closer look at the second test where                 
static images with APP-6 symbols were used to represent a tracked vessel, we             
can see that the triangle count is very low but the application still struggles to               
maintain 30 FPS. The reason for this is that the tracked vessel moves to make a                
credible simulation of the intended use.  
The APP-6 symbols is stored in the application as png-images and Unity’s            
graphical pipeline is not optimized for this type of image processing. In addition,             
the image must be re-rendered and re-oriented, due to a billboarding script,            
each time the vessel moves[43]. This explains why the frame rate is low, even              
with the low triangle count. 
 
Our tests also show the importance of using efficient shaders. The StandardFast            
shader, which is optimized for holographic rendering, clearly outperforms the          
unoptimized standard and unlit shader. We can see that the FPS gain is greater              
in the test with 3D-models, when using an optimized shader. The different            
shaders were applied to the 3D-models as well as the terrain. This yields a higher               
amount of triangles which the shader is applied to and the performance gained             
by using an efficient shader is increased. Shaders is not applicable to images,             
and therefore the shader is applied to a smaller amount of triangles. This             
explains why the test with APP-6 symbology didn’t experience as great of a             
performance gain as the 3D-model case. To further improve performance,          
Microsoft recommends writing application specific shaders. However, this is not          
within the scope of this graduate project.  
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Figure 15: Results from performance evaluation, SoC and System Power. See appendix for             
higher resolution screenshot 
 
SoC power is the combined power consumption of CPU, GPU and memory.            
System power on the other hand displays the total power consumption for the             
HoloLens. This includes sensors, displays, speakers together with SoC power.          
Testing power consumption was done secondary to previously described tests,          
this in accordance with Microsoft’s best practices. This resulted in that the test             
was performed with a pixel error of 30 and the StandardFast shader was used.              
The test result is presented in figure 15, which is also available in a larger scale in                 
appendix A. From this graph we can see that average SoC and system power is               
within acceptable bounds, with smaller deviations in the orange range. This is            
most likely due to user head movement. According to Microsoft, prolonged           
power consumption in the red zone will cause the application to shutdown to             
protect the hardware.  

7.2 Operational environment results 
Testing the HoloLens onboard a boat turned out to be somewhat difficult but at              
the same time gave clear results into the capabilities of the equipment. The first              
test that was done onboard a small motorboat in rough weather showed great             
difficulty in rendering the application. The boat rocking back and forth gave rise             
to greater accelerations than the HoloLens can handle while trying to render a             
hologram. A live feed from the HoloLens camera was recorded together with            
sensor data from an external source to try and establish what accelerations cause             
the HoloLens to lose spatial mapping.  
Figure 16 shows screenshots from the recorded live feed and it can be seen how               
the hologram is stable at first but then drifts away and finally spatial mapping is               
lost when the lost tracking logo appears.  
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Figure 16: Screenshots from recorded live feed 
 
In an effort to analyse the magnitude of the accelerations causing loss of spatial              
mapping recorded sensor data is reviewed in figure 17. Comparing the timeline            
of acceleration data with the recorded live feed a period (from 1 to 9 seconds in                
figure 17) of stable holographic display can be correlated to accelerations not            
exceeding 0,6 m/s². When the boat swings from side to side with larger             
accelerations spatial mapping is lost and the HoloLens stops rendering the           
hologram. During repeated tests roughly the same acceleration limit was          
observed but it is only to be considered as guidance and not an absolute              
limitation of the device. To establish an exact limitation tests with better            
equipment in a controlled environment is required. 
 

 
Figure 17: Acceleration data from usage environment tests, see appendix for higher resolution             
graph 
 
Testing the application onboard a larger vessel gave better results although the            
sea state was calm and did not really prove a challenge. Rendering the             
application was no problem but with the vessel gently rocking in the waves so              
did the hologram. Although the HoloLens was able to render a good spatial map              
of the boat's cabin accelerations greatly affect placement of the hologram. With            
the previous results from tests on the smaller boat it is highly likely that spatial               
mapping will be lost on larger vessels too if accelerations are large enough. 
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7.3 User experiences 
During development of the application numerous people in the office has tested            
the equipment to see what the HoloLens is all about. A few had previously tried               
virtual reality gear but almost no one had tried augmented reality before. These             
tests were not planned nor done in a specific manner. Spontaneous feedback on             
the equipment was anything from amazing and below. It was apparent that it             
takes a while for anyone to adapt to the new technology and get used to               
interacting with holograms. A couple of things stand out in feedback given by the              
users. Although this is not structured research as part of the case study we still               
feel this is valuable user feedback to bring into a continuation of the project. The               
following sections presents a couple of these feedback remarks.  
Field of view is too small - Anyone who has seen promotion videos of the               
HoloLens was probably amazed by numerous holograms scattered all over the           
room interacting in an augmented reality game. This is truly amazing, if field of              
view was somewhere close to that of the human eye. The first thing most users               
said is that they found it disturbing that holograms are clipped around a narrow              
field of view. This makes the user swing his/her head back and forth to try and                
get a full picture of the augmented reality scene. Measuring the field of view              
shows that it is about the size of a 20 inch screen at arms length distance. What                 
you see is roughly the same as you see sitting at your desk in front of your                 
computer. Field of view in the HoloLens naturally grows with distance and at the              
recommended usage distance of 2 - 5 meters field of view is fairly good. This is                
something that augmented reality device manufacturers are surely working on.          
In due time there will most probably be a augmented reality headset with a full               
field of view. 
 
Importance of user feedback in hologram interaction - it is a great advantage             
that no hand control or other device is necessary to interact with holograms.             
This increases the feel of holograms being in the real world and makes the user               
experience a whole lot better. The difficult thing with hand gestures recognized            
by a camera is that people are by now used to keyboard keys, a mouse or a                 
clicker of some sort that gives instantaneous mechanical feedback that an action            
has been done. A hand gesture does not give the same kind of feedback when               
selecting a feature and we noticed that without feedback hand gestures are            
difficult to use. In the application we did include user feedback by altering the              
pointer icon depending on user action. If no hand is detected a simple white ring               
will indicate the selection point. If a hand is detected the pointer will change to               
an open hand icon. If an airtap is made by the user the pointer hand closes to a                  
clenched fist. This significantly increased the user knowledge on whether the           
HoloLens recognized the user gesture or not. These feedback features still           
require tuning because quite a few of the users found the feedback too sluggish              
and not clear enough. 
We also used voice commands for some features and here visual feedback turned             
out to be crucial. Voice commands were used as a second way to change              
selection mode to enable/disable spatial mapping. Visual feedback is done by           
changing appearance on the holographic button depending on selected mode.          
Without this feedback usage of the application quickly becomes frustrating.  
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Spatial mapping on or off? - Spatial mapping greatly increases realism of the             
holographic experience and without it augmented reality would not be the same.            
Having holograms interacting with your surroundings might not always be          
effortless though. Some users experienced real world objects to be in the way             
when trying to move a hologram and this is very realistic, but when you simply               
want to move a hologram from one side of the room to the other it becomes                
annoying to move the hologram around office chairs, lamps and other objects. In             
this case it might be better to just turn spatial mapping off and then back on for                 
placing the hologram on a table. When looking into how spatial mapping adapts             
to changes in a room we found that it can take some time for the spatial map to                  
change. This fools the user since he/she is unaware of that the HoloLens is still               
thinking there is an object present although it was removed some time ago.             
Having a spatial map with high detail decreases performance and naturally this            
will affect performance available to the actual application. There are techniques           
to use a spatial map of lower detail to resemble one of higher detail. One of these                 
techniques uses recognition of planes such as floors, walls, table tops or other             
larger flat surfaces. By making qualified assumptions that a flat surface is            
present the spatial map mesh is simplified to decrease performance impact but            
still maintaining a high quality level of spatial mapping. Tuning the application            
with one or several of the techniques will greatly increase holographic           
interaction with the surroundings. 
 
Aliasing of white holograms - The hardware limitations become highly visible           
when using sharp white surfaces in the application. One such feature are the             
user interaction buttons used in the application. Currently the HoloLens is not            
able to render these lines without suffering from visible aliasing. That this is             
more pronounced on white surfaces might be due to the real world background             
being darker and therefore the white edges appear sharper against the           
background. Unity contains anti-aliasing functionality but this is not sufficient          
when used on the HoloLens.  
 
Semi transparent holograms - All holograms in the HoloLens are transparent to            
some degree. This is useful when holograms shade each other and would            
otherwise be difficult to spot, but in a cluttered environment the eye struggles to              
focus on the hologram. Since black is fully transparent in the HoloLens the             
darker the color of the hologram the more transparent it becomes. This makes it              
difficult to accurately portray some objects that are dark to their nature, such as              
a submarine. Use of HoloLens safe colors does help to some extent as does use of                
lighting in the application. It would still be highly desirable to be able to build               
holograms without them being transparent at all.  
 
Eye tracking - The HoloLens does not have eye tracking, instead moving the             
cursor is done by head movements. This works well, especially with the limited             
field of view in mind but to constantly move you head to select features is not                
natural. User interaction would be significantly better with eye tracking to move            
the cursor and having the device sitting exactly as intended would not be as              
crucial. If the HoloLens is sitting slightly high or low on your head the cursor               
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will not be exactly in your normal gaze point and some users find this disturbing.               
Another advantage of eye tracking is that this allows rendering techniques where            
only the spot where the user is looking to be rendered to full quality. All other                
areas can be rendered with less detail without compromising user experience           
since the user is out of focus for these areas anyways. This offloads the              
processing hardware and makes performance available where it’s needed, at the           
gaze point. 
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8 Conclusions and suggestions for further study 

Evaluation of Microsoft HoloLens showed some very interesting results and          
insights into what this new technology is capable of and potential for the future.              
Although there are some apparent limitations in user environment the first           
version of the HoloLens still proves the concept and gives an insight of what is to                
come. Improvements in hardware, batteries and in specific holographic lenses to           
provide a wider field of view is likely only a few years away.  
The purpose of this case study was to investigate how far along technical             
advancements have come in augmented reality. By developing an application to           
be deployed on Microsoft HoloLens and performance testing the very same we            
have reached a good understanding of the capabilities of the system. It is safe to               
say that we by this also reached the goal of the project which was to give a                 
qualified answer to the problem statement. The chosen method for the project            
worked well for the task at hand. Using a thought through method tailored for              
this case study has been a huge help in keeping the project on track and being                
able to reach a conclusion for the problem statement. Without a defined project             
process the time schedule would have been very difficult to maintain.  
 
Knowledge gained during the project has given enough insight into the           
capabilities of the system and enough data to derive an answer to the problem              
statement. The problem statement found in section 1.2 of this report states; 
 
What are the limitations to presenting a 3D terrain hologram with sonar            
tracks from SAAB 9LV CMS on Microsoft HoloLens in a naval operating            
environment? 
 
Looking at performance we can conclude that the HoloLens is capable of            
rendering the application that was developed according to design requirements.          
In the applications current implementation it is however not possible to reach            
best practice recommendations published by Microsoft for the HoloLens. From a           
user point of view the application still functions as expected even without            
fulfilling best practices for performance. If development of this application          
continues into a commercial product careful considerations to performance will          
have to be considered, to avoid negative performance impact when adding more            
functionality. Especially use of advanced shaders and certain rendering         
techniques will most probably have to be omitted. This will affect quality of the              
hologram so a tradeoff will have to be found.  
The next part of the problem statement regards connection with the HoloLens            
and 9LV CMS. It is through the application development concluded that there            
are no obstacles to connect these two systems. It is by use of a UDP message and                 
protocol buffer possible to send sonar track data from 9LV CMS to the             
HoloLens. The received data is handled by a function in the HoloLens            
application that renders a sonar track in the correct position in the terrain map.              
Although the HoloLens application does not have support for all possible sonar            
tracks according to APP-6 it is technically possible to extend the application to             
cover the capabilities of 9LV CMS. 
The part of the problem statement that early on in the project came under doubt               
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is the ability of the HoloLens to function in a naval operational environment.             
Since spatial mapping is done by use of a spatial mapping camera and an inertial               
measurement unit the HoloLens is sensitive to external acceleration forces. This           
causes spatial mapping to be lost when accelerations become too large and            
holograms to move with the accelerations when spatial mapping is still retained.            
If the terrain map application is placed on a table it would slide off and fall down                 
to the floor if motions of the vessel are strong enough. This is hardly suitable in a                 
naval environment where the hologram would be moving around or possibly not            
able to be rendered at all due to heavy sea state. This is however not the end for                  
augmented reality in naval applications. There are currently several gyro          
stabilized solutions used onboard naval ships and these techniques might be           
adoptable to holographic display. By combining gyro data from the HoloLens           
with data from the gyro mounted on the vessel the motion of the vessel is               
negated. This would be a large research project and beyond the scope of this              
report. 

8.1 Continuation of the project 
Unity3D has support for use of real world height maps and using such a              
database in the application will greatly improve usability and realism. Memory           
in the HoloLens is limited and therefore the whole map database can most likely              
not be stored directly on the device. One solution to this is to continuously              
upload desired map data through Wifi. Since the system is to be connected             
through a data stream with 9LV CMS for sonar tracks it could potentially also              
supply map data.  
Through development of this application work was started on making the terrain            
map more user friendly and easier to interact with. This includes ability to             
resize, rotate and pan the map. A map of country size could be used but clipped                
to only display whatever is inside a spatially placeable box. This would allow the              
user to overview a large map and then zoom into sections for detailed viewing of               
a selected area.  
Unity3D has a limitation in its terrain engine that does not allow rotation of              
terrain around its vertical axis. This means that rotating the map to view it from               
a different direction, like you would with a map placed on a table, is not possible.                
Adding a rotation feature will therefore be more complex than initially thought            
in the early stages of design requirement discussions. One way to work around             
this is to rotate the camera around the map instead. This also means moving the               
position of the camera and this might have side effects on other features of the               
application. 
Scaling of terrain is not directly available in Unity3D but a zoom function can              
still be built by resizing the terrain equally in all dimensions to make it appear               
zoomed. In a zoomed view the user could then pan the map to get a detailed view                 
of an adjacent area. 
To better fit the room or table where the application is placed a terrain box resize                
function can be helpful. This would allow for a larger portion of the map to be                
displayed in larger spaces while still being able to use the application in smaller              
spaces by showing a smaller map.  
 
During development and having different users trying the application it has           
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become obvious that user feedback is essential for the user to experience the             
application as easy to use. More interactive user feedback is necessary in the             
form of easily seeing what selection modes are selected and not. To easily see if               
move, pan, zoom or spatial mapping modes are active or not makes the             
application a lot more user friendly. By introducing grounding effects, that is to             
have the hologram cast a shadow on the surrounding spatial map, placement of             
the hologram is made easier for the user. When moving an object with             
grounding effect the user will notice when the object is getting close to a table or                
other surface and therefore greatly increase realism. This is highly desirable in            
augmented reality. Since potential users of this new application are likely           
already experienced users of 9LV CMS it is worthwhile developing the           
application with the same features that are available in the current 9LV CMS             
setup. Tracks in the map has information on object speed, direction and altitude             
and more attached to it. This could easily be implemented in the holographic             
view as well.  
 
Implementing zoom and pan functionality to the map will make placement of            
sonar tracks more difficult. Currently the placement feature uses origo of the            
displayed terrain to map sonar tracks. If a larger map would be used origo would               
have to be dynamically set depending on what map sections the user is looking              
at. This requires some code alterations to the object placement script and            
continuous calculations of object placement with zooming and panning of the           
map.  
 
Current use of APP-6 symbology is limited to a few basic symbols store on the               
device as images. To extend this database to include a full range of symbols              
would require an unnecessary amount of memory not currently available on the            
HoloLens. Another possibility instead of having all symbols stored as images is            
to generate symbols from a script on the fly. This greatly reduce memory             
required but only slightly increase CPU load for generating symbols. 
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Appendix A 

SoC Power Test 
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Appendix B 

Acceleration data from usage environment tests 
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